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ABSTRACT
-e-lfar'atteYsegm~e:rifalioiiTs-a crlticafi)feprocessing step for text recognitib~. ' )$ · this paper
a method is presented that utilizes visual inter-word constraints available in a'ii)ttimage to
split word images into smaller image pieces. This method is applicable to macl¥n:~~pri:n.t~dtexts
in which the same spacing is always used between identical pairs of characters."'fc'the' visual
inter-word constraints considered here include information about whether aw&'d'irriageis a
sub-image of another word image. For example, given two word images Aan9-'~;i] ,Which a!e
"mathematical" and "the". If the short word image B is found to be a suh-iihl1ge6fthe '16rig
word image A, the longer image A is split into three pieces, AI, A2 and A 3 , Whef'e'A;ll:ia:tches
B, Al corresponds to "ma", and A3 corresponds to "matical". The imagepieS? :'Ai Jf-;C}npe
further used to split A3 into two parts, "rna" and "tical". This method is bas~<tpurely on
image processing using the visual context in a text page. No recognition is involved, ,.. : ','
-' " ;~./ ': .' ::-.-;:',:.':>.-' ;:-·;~'f< '

Key Words: Character segmentation, contextual analysis, visual inter~word constraints,
OCR.
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Introduction

As part of the optical character recognition (OCR) process, character segmentatioIl ) t~Sh.&!ques
are applied to word images before individual characters are recognized. The ,simpl~st ' way to
perform character segmentation is to use the small space between characters as ,~e.g#le.:ri-tation
points. This strategy may not work well when there are touching or broken charact~rs, 'which
often occur in degraded text images, such as mUltiple-generation photocopies or' facsiiniles. In
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this situation, two or more characters may be segmented as one character image or one character
image may be split into two pieces.
To make character segmentation more accurate, many methods have been developed. Some
techniques are based on connected component analysis, aspect ratio estimation or profile analysis ([1, 3, 4, 7]). There are also some methods that integrate character segmentation with
character recognition under the assumption that segmentation decisions are tentative until confirmed by successful recognition of the segmented image pieces ([2, 10]).
We have recently been working on exploiting various visual inter-word constraints in text
recognition ([8, 9]). In this paper we present a method for character segmentation that utilizes
visual inter-word constraints from a text image to recursively split word images into smaller
image pieces. This method is applicable to machine-printed text where the same spacing is
always used between identical pairs of characters.

Figure 1: Part of text page with three sentences

The intuition behind the method comes from the observation that, inside an English text,
there are many similar patterns at the image level. For example, in Figure 1, word image 2
matches the right part of word image 11; word image 5 matches the left part of word image 1,
and it also matches the middle part of word image 6, and so on.

If image A matches a part of image B, image B can be split into two or three image
pieces (see Figure 2 for examples ofthe different cases). Those new image pieces can be used to
split other larger images and themselves can be further split by other smaller images. Figure 3
shows an example of how the character image "a" can be obtained by repeated splitting. The
character image "a" can be segmented from the image "are" using the pattern "re", that was
obtained by matching the image "there" with the image "the". This method is based pur_ely
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Figure 2: Splitting a word image using another word image

on image processing using the visual context in a text page. No recognition is involved.
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Figure 3: A character image segmented after two steps

In the rest of this paper we present the proposed approach. First, we discuss the feasi~
bility of the approach in an ideal situation. Then, we describe a method that measures the
visual similarity between word images through image matching and an algorithm for character
segmentation that uses the proposed approach. Then, some preliminary experimental Iesults
are reported. Finally, conclusions and future directions are presented.
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Feasibility Analysis

The proposed method uses one specific type of visual inter-word relation called the "patternoccurrence" relation. The success of the method depends on the number of instances of each
pattern-occurrence relation in normal English text.

==

Plainfield
James P. Mitchell and Sen. Walter H. Jones J, last night disagreed on
the value of using as a campaign issue a remark by Richard J. Hughes, Democratic
gubernatorial

(a) First 31 words of A06
In the past, the duties of the state, as Sir Henry Maine noted long ago, ~ere only t~o
in number: internal order and external security. By prevailing over other claimants

(b) First 30 words of G02
In the century from 1815 to 1914 the la~ of nations became international
factors contributed to this change. The Congress of Vienna is a

la~.

Several

(c) First 26 words of J42

________~~J>f.?E~~

tOld__ himself hEl ~()~~~ _fo~~Elt ~~~'l:'~~:r:er.
certainly didn't ~ant a ~ife ~ho was

He

~as

~ell

rid of her.

He

(d) First 23 words of N01
One day, the children had ~anted to get up onto General Burnside's horse. They ~anted
to see ~hat his back felt like
the General's. He looked so comfortable being
straight. They ~anted to touch the mystery. Arlene ~as boosting them up when the
policeman came

==

( e) First 46 words of R07

Figure 4: Five test articles from the Brown Corpus. By applying the method to each of them,
all the words except those highlighted with an underline can be split to the character level.

To determine the number of pattern-occurrence relations, an experiment was conducted
with ideal ASCII input. Five articles were randomly selected from the Brown Corpus ([6]) as
test samples for this analysis. They are denoted as A06, G02, J42, N01, and R07. Each of them
contains about 2,000 words. The simulation result showed that almost all the words in those
samples could be split into individual characters using the proposed approach.
Another analysis estimated the minimal number of words required for the method when
ASCII input was used. Figure 4 shows text fragments extracted from the beginning offive sample
articles. Although there are no more than 46 words in each text fragment, all words, e?Ccept
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two dashes and two year-numbers, can be split into characters. This is an encouraging result
that shows the abundance of "pattern-occurrence" relations. If all those words were printed in
the same font, ideally, there would be the same number of "pattern-occurrence" relations in the
image.
In a normal English text, many words occur with high frequency. For example, a list
of some of those words contains "a, an, and, are, as, at, but, for, in, is, no, not,
of, on, or, that, the, to" and so on. Such short words often occur in other longer words
as sub-patterns and therefore can be used to split the longer words at the first step. After
obtaining some segmented pieces from the longer words, more words can be split.
In summary, the above discussion shows that the proposed method is applicable to the task
of character segmentation for normal English texts because there are many pattern-occurrences
in a typical text passage. In next section, we describe an algorithm that computes visual
pattern-occurrence relations from a text image. Then a complete description of the character
segmentation algorithm is presented.

3
3.1

Methodology
Visual Similarity Measurement

If an image matches well with a portion of another larger image, the match provides segmentation
points for the larger image. The basic operation in the proposed method is visual similarity
measurement between image patterns. The visual similarity between two binary images can be
calculated as described below. Let A and B be two rn x n binary images. Inside an image, "I"
and "0" denote "black" and "white" pixels respectively. We measure visual similarity between
A and Bas
r( A, B) = 2:~ 2:~( Aij A Bij)
Ei Ej(Aij V Bij)

where "A" and "V" are the and and or operators respectively. The higher the measurement r
is, the better two images match. When two images A and B are slightly different in size, the
similarity between them is defined by the maximal match obtained when A is shifted over B. By
setting a proper threshold ro, it is defined that two images are visually equivalent if rCA, B) > roo
Further heuristics on image size (rows and columns) as well as other visual characteristics such
as projection histogram similarity are also used to suppress incorrect matches.
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begin
l.

Extract word images from page image to generate a word image list
W = {WI,W2, ...... ,wn };

2.

Word image clustering to generate a cluster list
C = {GI , G2, .... .. , Gm } where Ci = {Wil, ...... , WikJ;

I
~1

3.
4.
5.

!1~

6.

S ~ 0; /* Initialize the prototype list S */
foreach cluster Gi in C do
Select an image Ci as the prototype for the cluster Gi;
ci.segmentation_poinUist ~ 0; /* there is no segmentation point for the word now
S ~ SU{cd;
endfor

§

f

m
?~

~

~

7.

8.

*/

Q +-- 0; /*Initialize the pattern queue Q */
foreach word image Ci in S do
Create an image pattern node p for the word image Ci;
p.depth ~ 0; /* The field depth records the number of steps to derive the pattern * /

9.
10.

11.
12 .
13.
14.

Q~QU{p};

endfor
l

15.
-t6-;
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29 .

/* Segment images in the prototype list S */
while Q is not empty do
- ---- -Get -a-pattern pfromQ;
foreach word image Ci in S do
if p is a sub-pattern of Ci do
Add any new segmentation points into cis segmentation_poinLlist;
foreach new image fragment f in Ci do
if fis large in size do
Create a pattern node q for the fragment f;
q.depth ~ p.depth + 1;
Q ~Qu{q};
endif
endfor
endif
endfor
endwhile

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

/* Propagate the segmentation points of each prototype to word images from the same cluster* /
foreach word image Ci in S do
for each word image W in the same image cluster Ci do
W inherits cis segmentation points;
endfor
endfor
Output segmentation points of each word image;

35.
end.

Figure 5: Algorithm for character segmentation using inter-word visual constraints
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To check whether an image pattern A is a sub-image of another larger image B, A can be
shifted over B to find the maximal match. If the T score of the maximal matching is lower than
the threshold TO, we can say A is a sub-image of B.

I

3.2

Algorithm Description

The segmentation algorithm is described in Figure 5. Given a text page, layout analysis extracts
images of lines of text and words within lines. After extracting word images, word image
clustering is conducted. This step places different instances of the same word image into a
cluster ([5]). Because images in the clusters are visually very similar, they should share the same
segmentation points. If one image can be segmented correctly, other images can be segmented
in the same way. Therefore, it is sufficient to select an image instance as the prototype for
each cluster and apply the proposed method to segment those prototypes. In the algorithm,
the prototype list is denoted as S. For each word image in S, there is a segmentation point list
which is initially empty.
Segmentation Qy pattern xnatchlng

Nevv pattern. obtained

hypoj£heises
.. 'the ...

hypo'

ses

hy~~h~s
t:hese

hy~~~s
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hy po ;"t
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previous segmentation point;

~he
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Figure 6: Obtain new segmentation points -and new image patterns by sub-pattern matching

The algorithm has a pattern queue Q that holds all image patterns used tO~~~1~W9·t~l;tl:d
images in the prototype list S. Each pattern has a field depth which tells how manYsteps\yere
needed to derive it. The queue is initialized by a list of patterns that represent y.i()r:il.iih~~etiIl
the prototype list S. The depth of those patterns is zero.
The character segmentation stage is described in steps 15-29 in Figure 5. It if) an.lfer';:iive
.

?

-..

.';

.

process. At each iteration, a pattern p is popped from the queue Q to see whether it can be
used to split word images in S. If the pattern p can match with a sub-image of a word image Ci
in S, the match provides one or two segmentation points for Ci. If those segmentation points are
new, they will be inserted into c/s segmentation point list. A new segmentation point can result
in one or two new image segments in the word image Ci (see Figure 6 for the examples). Those
segments will be inserted into the queue Q and they will be used as patterns to segment word
images in S later. Because it is derived from the pattern p, the depth value of a new pattern is
set as the depth of p plus one. When the queue becomes empty, segmentation stops. Another
way to terminate is to set a maximum allowable depth. The algorithm terminates when the
depth value of the first pattern in the queue Q becomes larger than this number.

rrFtiS: tjj ~lid. ~ypotli~ ~lie!.A
~{ec£ial matfiematicianJ td!prove~
(a) A sentence after word segmentation

rrFrJiS tiS ~lie. ~ypo~li~ ~Ii~
.,-,...

--

-

~K.?~a. m'atliem~tici'ctnJ ttd!prove~
(b) After using short words to split long words

(c) After using new obtained segments for further segmentation

(c) Final result of character segmentation

Figure 7: An example of running the algorithm

One drawback of the procedure is its fast propagation of potential errors. For example,
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let's assume that a character image has been split into smaller pieces incorrectly and those image
pieces are put into Q. When they are used to segment word images, more wrong segments will
be generated and those wrong segments will cause more segmentation errors, and so on. To
prevent error propagation a pattern will not be inserted into the queue if it is too small.
After the segmentation steps finish, images inherit the segmentation points of the prototype
for each cluster. Finally, segmentation points for each word image are output.
Figure 7 is an example that shows the steps that occur when a sentence is processed. The
sentence is "This is the hypothesis they asked a mathematician to prove" (see Figure 7 a).
There are ten words in the sentence. The occurrence of the word images "is", "the" and "a" is
detected in the words "This", "hypothesis", "asked" and "mathematician". After segmenting images using these "pattern-occurrence" relations, the newly derived segmentation points
found are shown as vertical bars in Figure 7 b. Newly obtained image segments, such as "s",
"y", "m" and "n" are then used to further segment the other images (Figure 7 c shows the result
of using them to further split other words). The final result is shown in Figure 7 d. Most words
were correctly segmented to the character level. The only exception is the image piece "ici" in
the word "mathematician". Although the pattern "i" has been derived and it can be used to
split "ici", it was not inserted into the queue because its size is too small.

4~-relim-inaryExperimental -Results

and Discussion

Using a degraded image of a paragraph with 110 words we tested the performance of the
algorithm. Figure 8 shows the segmentation result for the paragraph. Segmentation points
located by the algorithm are marked by short vertical lines. Here, the threshold of r for image
matching was set to 0.70. Most words in the paragraph were segmented correctly into characters.
However, many instances of "m" and "n" and some instances of "h" were incorrectly split into
smaller pieces. There are also several two-character image pieces still remaining. The numerical
word "4,000" was not segmented because there are no other instances of numerical words that
could be used to split it. Although there is space between some characters, this information was
not used in segmentation.
The algorithm was also tested on a degraded text page with more than 800 words. Similar
performance was achieved.

5

Conclusions and Future Directions

A method for character segmentation was presented. Visual inter-word constraints available
from a text page were used to partition word images into smaller parts. It was demonstrated
that a normal English text contains many such "pattern-occurrence" relations and those relations
were utilized successfully in a character segmentation algorithm. The method works on word
images that mayor may not have touching or broken characters. However, it is assumed that the
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input text is printed in the same font and that the same spacing is used between identical pairs
of characters. Although the proposed method can be used by itself for character segmentation,
it could also be used to improve the performance of other techniques such as those based on
aspect ratio estimation or profile analysis.
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Figure 8: A text block and the result of character segmentation

